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The candidate shall before examination sign the following statement.
In signing this statement I hereby declare:
-

I hereby confirm that the information as indicated in this application is correct.
I am aware that setting the examination requires that any absence from the qualifying
courses does not exceed 20%.
I confirm that I during exams/certification will meet all regulations related to this.
I am acquainted with that the certificate is the property FORCE Certification A/S.

I also confirm that I as a certified NDT operator recognizes the requirements of personal integrity
and professional competence in accordance with international principles, as per all subsequent
points.
1.

I shall complete my tests (activities) fair to all parties, be it the employer, employees,
customers and competitors in accordance with the high ideals of personal honor and
integrity, see the following section. 2-8.

2.

I will do my job in the most professional manner, I also need to protect the life, safety and
health of my colleagues and the public.

3.

I shall under no circumstances perform my job under the influence of drugs, alcohol,
sedatives, etc.

4.

I may conduct the measurements and the tests which I am competent by virtue of my
training, experience and certification.

5.

I will deal with my knowledge of the business or technical information about employees,
clients or customers confidential and not disclose such information without their express
wish.

6.

I shall refrain from making improper statements or perform unethical actions that may
discredit the certification program.

7.

I shall avoid conflicts of interest (impartiality) with employers or clients and, if such
conflicts should prove during the execution of my work, I shall immediately inform the
persons concerned about the situation.

8.

I will maintain and improve my skills, and should only take on tasks for which I through
training or experience is qualified. And I must be fully open to appropriate restrictions for
my qualifications.

I am aware that a violation of one or more points in this statement will mean cancellation
(suspension or withdrawal*) of all my certificates issued by FORCE Certification A/S, for a period of
minimum 3 months. All serious offenses (intentionally improper information) means at least six
months' withdrawal. Any decision FORCE Certification A/S's sovereign decision.
*): A cancellation of the certificate means that the certificate is invalid and that no certified NDT
testing can be performed and no statement of certification may be given. A cancellation can be
done by either a suspension or a withdrawal. At a suspension of a certificate the validity may be
reassessed and at a withdrawal a re-certification exam shall be passed before the certificate can be
reassessed. It will appear on the certificate that it has been suspended/withdrawn during that
period.

